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Tiwanda Lovelace 
2750 W. Wigwam Ave Apt 2214 
Las Vegas, NV 89123 
Ph: (702) 860-0116 or (253) 4571647 
Email: tiwandalovelace@yahoo.com 
 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
 

DISTRICT OF NEVADA  
 

 
Tiwanda Lovelace      Case # 2:22-CV-00766-JAD-BNW 
 

Petitioner,  
 
v.       ADDITIONAL EXHIBITS FOR PETITION TO  

UNSEAL RECORDS FBI FILE NUMBER    
 1334338-000 (24-28) 

 
US Department of Justice / FBI,  
 

Respondents.  
 
__________________________/ 
 
 
Exhibit 24: Letter from the US Department of Justice Office of Inspector General dated June 9, 

2015, in response to my request for assistance with the allegations listed in this Petition. The 

documents in support of my allegations were referenced as correspondence when it was a request 

for assistance and notifying the DOJ of deprivation of rights at the hand of officials. The DOJ’s 

response was, “The matters that you raise are outside of our investigative jurisdiction, therefore 

no action will be taken by this office.” The letter was sent USPS First Class Mail alleging from 

Office of Inspector General; yet, it has no signature or title when other DOJ correspondences are 

legitimately signed. Lovelace has never had an opportunity to have these documents in support 

of allegations acknowledged or reviewed. Access to Lovelace’s 350-page FBI File, should 

clarify which correspondences are legitimate and why disregard discrepancies in DOJ’s 

responses.    
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Exhibit 25:  Letter received from the US Department of Justice dated June 1, 2015, 

demonstrating the difference in signature and titles between other correspondences received from 

the US Department of Justice over the last 30 years.  

 
Exhibit 26:  a) Letter received from the Michigan Attorney General dated June 10, 2015, 

indicating that his jurisdiction is at state level and gave referrals. Although this is a professional 

response, there are no Lawyer service or pro bono attorneys who will even attempt to bring 

litigation against the police or federal agents. These allegations span multiple states, indicating 

federal crimes which make these allegations – federal. The ultimate response to my request for 

the FBI file was for them to have Lovelace’s 350-page FBI file Sealed by Court Order AND 

‘...there will be no action taken!’  b) An additional correspondence received from the New York 

Attorney General dated June 25, 2015, indicating that his jurisdiction is at state level. Lovelace 

has consistently received this response throughout the last 30 years. 

 
Exhibit 27: a) A copy of the receipt for the Official Complaint dated February 19, 2022, sent 

Office of Congressional Ethics U.S. House of Representatives regarding Rep. Catherine Cortez-

Masto's willful neglect and deliberate inaction after her Manuel Davilla advised will forward to 

correct parties to pursue and restore housing; yet they never followed up. This email clearly 

stated facts and provided documentation in support of allegations of deprivation and worse. b) 

Also attached is the email confirmation of receipt of Ethics Complaint; yet, after (4) four months 

there has still been absolutely no communication and no further response is causing me to 

question if my Office of Ethics email response is legitimate or just another attempt to dissuade 

and induce harm.  
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Exhibit 28:  Letter and envelop received from the US Department of Justice dated September 

16, 2015, wherein their response stated, “In your complaint, you reported that for years you have 

made attempts through DOJ/FBI. You also claimed you walked into the Las Vegas Field Office 

to report major criminal activity, judicial misconduct and criminal acts to include rape and 

murder but the Las Vegas Office “shrugged it off.” The purpose of this letter is to advise you this 

matter does not warrant the opening of an administrative inquiry. IPU will take no further action 

in this matter.” Signed “AM” - Initial Processing Unit.  The signature clearly depicts the same 

issues and shows the difference in signature and titles not reflecting and the difference between 

other correspondences received from the US Department of Justice over the last 30 years. This 

refusal is not only hurtful and disrespectful but also willful and deliberate neglect to uphold the 

law. Their refusal to acknowledge Lovelace as a citizen and their withholding direct 

communication to review the provided supporting documentation for accuracy raises questions 

as to their ability to uphold the law on behalf of the daughter of a man who is serving a life 

sentence for allegedly killing a police office. Releasing the FBI file will determine intent to 

deliberate harm or neglect of duty.   

 
DATED this _______ day of ________________, 2022. 

Per NRS 53.045, I declare under penalty of 

perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

 

 
__________________________________ 

Petitioner Signature 
 
 

Tiwanda Lovelace                       
_________________________________  

Printed Name 

9 June
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Dat Bee <byherself2018@gmail.com>

Letter to Office of Congressional Ethics Complaint
1 message

Tiwanda Lovelace <tiwandalovelace@gmail.com> Sat, Feb 19, 2022 at 5:51 AM
To: Tiwanda Lovelace / Skype <tiwandalovelace@gmail.com>, byherself2018@gmail.com, lovelovelace150@gmail.com,
Tiwanda Lovelace <tiwandalovelace@yahoo.com>, tiwandalovelace@outlook.com, tiwandaovelace@icloud.com, NeNe
Lovelace <sevenwestproductions@gmail.com>

Office of Congressional Ethics
U.S. House of Representatives
425 3rd Street, S.W. Suite 1110
Washington, DC 20024

January 10, 2022

Complaint - Sen. Catherine Cortez-Masto and the FBI

I contacted my senator's office and the FBI, to inform and provide supporting documents for allegations of 
abuse under color of law and enough documentation in support of multiple civil and human rights violations. 
 
After meeting (in-person with Miguel Davila, I was advised that their Cortez-Masto office would forward 
these supporting documents to the appropriate entities and orgs but nothing was ever followed up with. I 
have since been subject to continuous violations of my human and civil rights.
 
I am the daughter of a man convicted of allegedly killing a police officer. I have been subjected to years of 
unaddressed deprivations. I declare and attest to the information provided within and at the following links 
are true and correct! The supporting documentation can be found https://mega.nz/#F!HjolFYiD!
6g220woQqxtU1B6lYQMkFw.
 
I am seeking to exercise my rights as a citizen, so that my dignity, civil and human rights can be restored. 
With time, I have been able to obtain confirmation that it is a group or entity and not the entire governmental 
system that is allowing and encouraging this modern day enslavement.
 
I am requesting help to unseal my FBI File because it was not sealed until I asked for a copy. 
Summary, proof and documents are in support of allegations listed below: 
 

1. Although it happened decades ago, I had secured contracts and obtained copyrights for catalogs of 
lyrics and melodies with exact same titles and hooks, but I was denied legal representation. How 
does that happen?

2. Even when violence was happening all around me, every legal agency, organization, department, 
and officials refused to acknowledge revenge. Have you seen the names involved with every step 
of this mess?

https://www.google.com/maps/search/425+3rd+Street,+S.W.+Suite+1110+Washington,+DC+20024?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/425+3rd+Street,+S.W.+Suite+1110+Washington,+DC+20024?entry=gmail&source=g
https://mega.nz/
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3. I believe that an entity or official agency used privacy violations to access my documents and 
correspondences against someone without my consent or knowledge; therefore, labeling me as a 
Snitch.

4. While ‘under color of law’ Officials modified CJIS/GCIC criminal background without a hearing or 
cause on a (FOA) First Offender sentencing (although subject reported as directed by court under 
the First Offender Act). 

5. Officials willfully neglected to correct incorrect entries has had a negative impact on my ability to 
secure employment and housing for decades.

6. Although my father is serving a life sentence for allegedly killing, the officials and representatives 
ignored documents in support of allegations and rebuffed even the possibility of wrongdoing. It 
wasn’t only Rapaski, the officer who was killed. There was a Cass Czerwinski, who was influential 
enough to have their names kept out of some news reports.

7. These illegal modifications and blatantly incorrect entries to my criminal background by officers 
completely invalidated my First offenders Act. I had so many jobs taken from me due to the lies 
that were put on my record. After three decades of persistence, the officers attempted to cover 
over and make minor corrections without accepting responsibility.

8. Every lawyer and representative that I contacted about the many allegations, either dismissed, 
ignored or referenced statutes. However, lawyers that I contacted for the 4-5 auto accidents (which 
also is a Tort) seemed to flourish financially directly after I signed a POA for the auto accident.

9. Auto injury lawyers used these auto accidents to profit from refusing to aid in financial recovery by 
using the POA. I do not have direct proof about the lawyers; however, I am certain that there is a 
connection between these lawyers.

10. Henness and Haight- I signed with them for 2 accidents but even after physical therapy, said that 
they were unable to contact me (which was inaccurate), so, I received nothing. I noticed shortly 
afterward that they started television commercials, big time billboards and premium marketing.

11. Dimopoulos Law Firm - Although the last attorney’s agreement referenced the ability to act as POA 
for the auto accident, they insisted on the need for having a POA on a separate sheet of paper. I 
signed but then I changed my mind and processed revocation of power of attorney documentation. 
Immediately representing me, suddenly his law firm gets a million-dollar office right off the Las 
Vegas strip, billboards and the works.

12. After noticing the constant relationship between, I went so far as to send this Revocation of Power 
of attorney certified mail. 

13. I also filed with the Recorder’s Court but they were helping to delay the filing. First, they rejected it 
but sent the reject notice to the wrong address. It took months before I was finally able to file the 
Revocation of power of attorney. These were unnecessary delays and responses.

14. Walked into local F.B.I. to address privacy concerns and other issues connected to abuse of power 
but the agent did not even review my documentation.

15. Received a response to a request from the Department of  Justice mailed with the wrong zip-code 
but still managed to arrive in 2 days across the country.
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16. Officials used illegally obtained warrants to seize housing and repeatedly hindered employment. 

17. Plaintiff filed a second lawsuit against a police agency but was met with blatant obstruction and 
intimidation. 

18. There is proof of mail tampering, blatant obstruction and judicial misconduct across multiple states. 
Plaintiff’s court filings were illegally modified, judges were switched without cause prior to summary 
judgment ruling which confirms blatant obstruction and deprivation of rights. 

19. Under the FOIA and due to privacy violations, the plaintiff requested a copy of F.B.I. files on herself 
and others. There were 221 redacted pages of 357 pages of the F.B.I. file that were questionably 
SEALED BY COURT ORDER, just prior to request for file.  The reasons provided for 357 redacted 
pages were presented as if there was an undercover FBI; however, I have no federal cases and no 
association with any criminals to my knowledge. Either way, that FBI file that was sealed by court 
order, spanned years of surveillance well after the flight to avoid prosecution case was dismissed 
(due to my surrender to GA authorities for my only run in with the law, under my First offender Act 
case 1988/1993).

20. Unfair Trade Practices when sharing experiences through products and publications.

21. Defamation – in addition to the false entries allowed to remain on my record, my character has 
been assassinated.

22. List of all governmental agencies and representatives (spanning decades) who were contacted and 
provided proof in support of allegations and who’s response demonstrates deliberate, willful neglect 
to uphold the law with regards to the daughter of a man convicted of killing a police officer.

23. List recent federal statutes which are applicable to accountability.

24. Privacy violations can be proven through mail tampering. In order to intercept mail you would have 
to have knowledge of what is being sent. Privacy violations have been used to counter every 
attempt to seek assistance. Mail to courts and legal firms blocked, hindered and delayed. Multiple 
emails and physical mail suspiciously delayed and re-routed via multiple carriers (which clearly 
demonstrate tamper), proven by carriers admitting delays unexplained.

There has been no direct communication; wherein, the facts and proof of blatant, deliberate deprivation and 
willful indifference and neglect has been addressed. These are just a few of the many allegations provided 
that can be substantiated with a multitude of supporting documentation.
 
I have had no peace and in 2021, the use of technology to harass and induce harm has not changed, nor 
subsided. I have been harassed, subjected to illegal privacy violations and deprivation of all rights and 
suffered wrongful vilification, for decades without any shield! I have been deprived of all rights to seek justice
and denied basic needs throughout the years. Blatant proof of  abuse of power and deprivation has never 
even been addressed; instead, they are dismissed. Due to the entities involved, when I seek assistance 
these entities use their positions, influence and power ‘under color of law’ to hinder.

I have never had any issues or history with mental illness or drug abuse. I have never been a hardened 
criminal, but my background is managed by those who I have accused of acting ‘under color of law,’ who 
have maintained incorrect and misleading entries for decades. 

Due to inaction and willful deliberate indifference, this has made me easy prey for those who have been 
negatively impacted by this corrupt ‘network’ or ‘system’ operating with impunity. No one should be forced to
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live without any shield against corruption. I was told that I should kill myself but I refuse. The documentation 
speaks for itself but because I’m an African American Female (without money or connections)…I have 
NEVER been directly addressed regarding the multitude of supporting documentation. Instead, it was easier 
for those in positions to disregard or pursue personal advancement by turning a blind eye for decades. No 
matter how those in position to control the narrative, review the documentation and public records. The FBI 
does not run to Seal an individual’s 357 page FBI, for nothing, there is cause for something to be hidden. 

 

Sincerely,

 

Tiwanda Lovelace
 
2750 W Wigwam Ave Apt 2214
Las Vegas NV 89123
(253) 457-1647
(702) 860-0116
tiwandalovelace@gmail.com

Tiwanda Lovelace, 
Founder and Managing Member of
Seven West Productions, LLC / 7 West Publishing.com
Phone: +1 (253) 457-1647 / Phone: +1 (702) 860-0116
Email: tiwandalovelace@gmail.com , tiwanda@7westpublishing.com, 
sevenwestproductions@gmail.com

BIO: https://www.visualcv.com/tiwanda-lovelace

Take a moment to review information on our products and watch our videos on YouTube or Vimeo.
Download Books on Amazon or Google Play!  

Letter to Office of Congressional Ethics (2).pdf
51K
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Dat Bee <byherself2018@gmail.com>

Fwd: Thank you for contacting the Office of Congressional Ethics
1 message

Tiwanda Lovelace <tiwandalovelace@gmail.com> Thu, Jun 9, 2022 at 1:10 AM
To: Dat Bee <byherself2018@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: OCE <OCE@mail.house.gov>
Date: Thursday, February 17, 2022
Subject: Thank you for contacting the Office of Congressional Ethics
To: "tiwandalovelace@gmail.com" <tiwandalovelace@gmail.com>

The Office of Congressional Ethics (OCE) of the United States House of Representatives is in receipt of your
submission. The OCE reviews all information submitted to it pursuant to House Resolution 895 of the 110th Congress as
amended and the OCE Rules for the Conduct of Investigations.

 

Pursuant to House Rules a preliminary review commences upon the written authorization of two members of the OCE
Board, one of whom must have been appointed by the Speaker of the House and one of whom must have been
appointed by the Minority Leader. The Board shall authorize a preliminary review where there is a "reasonable basis" to
believe an allegation. However, this determination does not constitute a finding that a violation has actually occurred.

 

Pursuant to House Rules, all investigations by the OCE are confidential. Therefore, the OCE is not able to provide any
further information about whether the Board has authorized a review or whether the OCE has conducted an investigation
related to the facts you have submitted. However, the OCE referrals to the Committee on Ethics are publicly released
under all but one set of circumstances. Any referral made public will be posted on the OCE's website
http://oce.house.gov. You may also request a copy of any public report from the OCE.

 

If you have any questions about the OCE process, please contact us. The OCE is not able to confirm or deny any
specific investigations.

 

Sincerely,

 

The Office of Congressional Ethics

 

United States House of Representatives

 

mailto:OCE@mail.house.gov
mailto:tiwandalovelace@gmail.com
mailto:tiwandalovelace@gmail.com
http://oce.house.gov/





